I'VE BEATEN THE X-MEN BEFORE, AND I SHALL DO IT AGAIN! BUT THIS TIME IT WILL BE... FOREVER!!

STAY BACK, ALL OF YOU! THOSE ARE THE ORDERS OF PROFESSOR X!!

THE X-MEN HAD TO FIND OUT... HOW DO YOU BEAT A MUTANT WHO IS... UNBEATABLE?!!

A BOOK-LENGTH MARVEL CLASSIC: "NOTHING CAN STOP THE VANISHER!!..."
THE WORLD'S GREATEST MOLDER OF HANDSOME HE-MEN and CHAMPS out of WEAKINGS says YOU FREE!

ALL these 6 famous PICTURE PACKED STRENGTH TEST COURSES to Make YOU a SUPER-MAN. (formerly $5.00 each)
Now FREE to you if you mail coupon AT ONCE! LAST CHANCE!

SKINNY or FAT, 15, 20, 30 OR 40 YEARS OF AGE
I'LL BUILD YOU INTO A NEW ATHLETIC MIGHTY-MUSCLED ALL-MALE HE-MAN
in THRILLING MINUTES a day, as I have done to THOUSANDS in 20 YEARS.

BEN REBHUHN
20 years Director Head of the most famous and largest home-training body building institute in the world, through which millions of youths and men applied for training of which countless were changed from skinny and fat weaklings into streamlined heroic he-men.

NO MATTER WHAT YOUR AGE
I'll show you, by my quick, easy SECRETS
How to GAIN or LOSE UP TO 50 LBS. FAST like my pupils here did and THOUSANDS do now.

I'LL LOSE 30 LBS. OF DANGEROUS UGLY FAT
28 year old Felipe Mendoza

I GAINED 60 LBS. OF SHAPELY MIGHTY MUSCLES.
Before mailing coupon, I was a 132 lb. 6 ft. 6 in. weakling.

Says JOHN SILL

YOU can add 7 inches to your CHEST 3½ inches to each ARM and the rest in proportion just as I did.

YOU can WIN the 18" tall SILVER TROPHY with name on it, A GOLD MEDAL $100, as I did.

YOU can WIN the 18" tall SILVER TROPHY with name on it, A GOLD MEDAL $100, as I did.

YOU're a WINNER at the beach, Worried about your WAIST!

How would YOU like to have 18½ inch ARMS a 52 inch CHEST like this A.B.C. pupil now has?

This new MAGNIFICENT MODERN HERCULES, 26 year old teacher, William Butler, says to YOU, "No matter WHAT your age, I advise you, SEND for the A.B.C. WONDER PICTURE COURSES at once.

Under the World's GREATEST BODY-BUILDER, I now have 18½" ARMS, a 52" CHEST, my STRENGTH has greatly improved. So have my sports. I have won titles like 'Mr. Virginia', 'Mr. State Y.M.C.A.', etc.

YOU can soon be a HERO of MEN like Butler is and an IDOL of WOMEN in a few weeks!

WOMEN always say, "I just adore A.B.C. ALL-MALE HE-MEN".

Mail me free ALL 6 WORLD FAMOUS STRENGTH TEST COURSES, including PHOTO BOOK of FAMOUS STRONG MEN and weaklings, new fastest STRONG MEN, and FREE to become one of them.

AMERICAN BODY BUILDING CLUB, Dept. MA310, GREAT NECK, NEW YORK.
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NO ONE CAN STOP THE VANISHER!

FASTER! PROFESSOR X IS WAITING FOR US!

GANGWAY! KIDS! HERE COMES THE BEAST!

WE CAN'T KEEP UP WITH THOSE DRAFTED WINGS OF YOURS, ANGEL!

WHEEE! THIS HAS RUNNING BEAT ALL HOLLOW!

CONGRATULATIONS! YOU ARE ABOUT TO BEGIN A BOOK-LENGTH TALE WHICH YOU'LL NEVER FORGET! AND NOW, LET US FOLLOW THE EXTRAORDINARY X-MEN AS THEY ANSWER AN URGENT MENTAL SUMMONS FROM THEIR MYSTERIOUS LEADER, PROFESSOR X...
THE ANGEL CAN KEEPS HIS WINGS! I'VE GOT MY OWN WAY TO MAKE TIME!

HERE'S WHERE THE BEAST CATCHES HIMSELF THE NEW HAVEN COMMUTER SPECIAL TO WESTCHESTER!

JUST GIVE ME A WALL WITH DEEP ENOUGH RIDGES TO BINK MY TOES INTO AND WATCH MY STEAM! BETTER HURRY... I HEAR THE TRAIN COMING NOW!

RIGHT ON SCHEDULE... JUST LIKE ME!

I'VE EVEN GOT A TRAIN TICKET... IF THE CONDUCTOR DOESN'T MIND CLIMBING TO THE ROOF OF THE CAR TO PUNCH IT!

MEANWHILE, THE ANGEL SUFFERS A TEMPORARY SETBACK AS HE LANDS FOR A MOMENT TO REST HIS OVERTAXED WINGS!

LOOK! IT'S THE ANGEL! HOLD HIM! I WANT HIS AUTOGRAPH!

AUTOGRA... NOTHING. I WANT A KISS! MMM! MMM!

Girls... let go! I'm in a hurry!

WELL, IT LOOKS LIKE THE HIGH FLYING ANGEL CAN USE A LITTLE HELP FROM EARTH-BOUND MARVEL GIRL!

FUN TIME'S OVER, CHICKADEES! THIS ISN'T SADIE HANKINS DAY!!

CAREFUL, JEANIE! REMEMBER, DR. X TOLD YOU NOT TO STRAIN YOUR TELEPORTATION POWERS!

WE, WE'RE FLYING!!

WOW! HIS KISS IS MORE POWERFUL THAN I THOUGHT!
Thanks, beautiful! But did you have to be such an eager-braver?? I was beginning to enjoy it!

Warren Worthington the Third, will you kindly remember you're an X-Man now, and not a schoolboy Romeo?? If you... oh... I... I feel faint!

Naturally, Jeanie. The Prof warned you not to move anything that weighs more than you can physically carry. But fear not. Fair damsel, you can relax in my arms!

Meanwhile, Cyclops and Iceman are interrupted by a startling sight...

Iceman!! Look at that wall!

It's gonna crash down on that construction crew below!! And we're too far away to help!!

Speak for yourself, Sonny. Just wait till I lift my power visor!

Shield your eyes, Bobby! I'm giving it full intensity!

Instantaneously, as Cyclops' power blast strikes the falling wall, the bricks and mortar turn to a harmless fine powder...

Holy cow! Look at that!
Say! You're Cyclops, aren't you? One of the X-Men! Never thought you jokers were for real! Put it there, Pal!

I'm not for you, Fella, we'd be pinned under that wall by now! How'd you do it?

Sorry, Gents! Haven't time to explain now! We're on a mission.

What's this, a gag? I'll shake your frozen hand and look what happens to my glove?

That's the way the cookie crumbles, Chum!

My glove, took it's turning into ice cubes!

Seconds later, after the daring duo break away... We've got to step on it, Bobby! The professor will have our hides for being so late!

Stop the presses, Partner. There's just the kind of transportation I've been looking for!

A short time later, a small white vehicle pulls to a stop in front of Professor Xavier's School for Gifted Youngsters, nestled on a secluded few acres in the heart of New York's Westchester County.

Is this the place you wanted, Son?

Yes, now just wait till I let your other passenger out of the rear compartment.

Okay, Ice Man! Last stop... all out!

Thanks, Pal! It was a real cool ride! Say, why the outstretched paw? We paid you for the ride in advance.

Sure! But I also want to collect for those three chocolate-chip pops you ate in there!

Merry Moppet Ice Cream Pops!

And, within the silent halls of the somber building, a strange, brooding man sits motionless! And then, the very air around him seems to crackle with the urgency of his powerful mental command.

X-Men! Enter!

Assemble before me... at once!!
SORRY WE'RE LATE, SIR!
I KNOW, I FOLLOWED YOUR PROGRESS MENTALLY! YOUR THOUGHTS WERE CLEAR TO ME! NO FURTHER EXPLANATIONS ARE NECESSARY.
MAY WE KNOW THE REASON FOR YOUR SHAMMANS, SIR?
WHEN WILL YOU LEARN, ANGEL? HE'LL TELL US WHEN HE'S READY!
I AM READY NOW! ALL OF YOU, FACE THAT WALL! I SHALL PROJECT A SERIES OF MENTAL IMAGES FOR YOU!

WOW! WHO'S THE COSTUMED CLOWN? IS THIS A GAG?
SILENCE! NO TALKING! NOT UNTIL I CONCLUDE THIS PRESENTATION!
YOU ARE LOOKING AT THE NEWEST MENACE TO HUMAN KIND! HE CALLS HIMSELF THE VANISHER! I MENTALLY DETECTED HIS HOSTILE PRESENCE IN THE CITY EARLIER TODAY, AND I MONITORED HIS ACTIVITIES!

WELL, WHOEVER HE IS, WE'LL TAKE CARE OF HIM!
OOPS! SORRY, PROFESSOR! I FORGOT MYSELF!

"GIVE YOURSELF ONE PEMERIT, ICEMAN, NOW CONCENTRATE, MY X-MEN! I SHALL MENTALLY PROJEST THEIR DIALOGUE FOR YOU..."

BOY! WE GET ALL KINDS ON OUR BEAT! OKAY, BUDDY! WHY THE GET-UP??

NOW DIRECT ME TO THE METRO NATIONAL BANK! I INTEND TO ROB IT!
SURE, SURE! I KNOW... THERE'S NO LAW AGAINST WEARING A COSTUME, AND YOU KNOW IT!!
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Now on SALE!

IN THE FABULOUS MARVEL STYLE
LIGHTNING JU-JITSU 
FREE—HOW TO PERFORM

NOw you'll be able to overcome any attack
WIN ANY FIGHT!!

YOU CAN HAVE THE SECRET WEAPON!

Lightning Ju-Jitsu

Ne need to fear any attacker! Now through the use of simple "A-B-C" instructions, you will be able to protect yourself in any circumstance! Lick your weight in wildcats with the easy-to-learn secrets and deadly power of Lightning Ju-Jitsu! You will master the simple grips, pressures, blows, slips, trips and many other secret moves. With every order for "Lightning Ju-Jitsu" a FREE copy of "How To Perform Strong Man Stunts." $1.00

FUN FOR GIRLS
by SARA BROOKS

Only $1.00 each

Purchase all 3 of these books so that you will be protected at all times. 3 books only $3.15 p.d.

CONTENTS:
1001 hours of fun for every girl. Here are the secrets of becoming more popular. How to Devour Your Room, Having a Successful Party, Fun Alumni Handcraft Project, Start a Hobby for Fun, Made for Girls, Sewing and Making Things, How to Make Your Own Dolls. Choose for Fun, Learn to Draw, How to Be and Look Like a Star, How to Sing, How to Dance, How to Read, How to Be a Great Horse Rider, and many, many others.

THE KEY TO JUDO

Unlock the door to new strength and power. Learn how to use the art of self-defense through the use of lightning quickness. Walk off any assailant from any position. Learn the Devil's handshakes, the Floating Drop, Finger Flip, Knockout Jab, arm and other.

THE KEY TO HYPNOTISM

Mystify your friends, Be the life of the party. You'll be able to practice hypnotism through the use of safe and simple instruction. Learn its secrets, its methods, how to hypnotize and how to use this science in the work of today. Features case histories.

HOME EXPERIMENTS IN ELECTRICITY

This sensational new book offers hours of instruction and educational material for building your own electric motor, magnetic transformer, telegraph set, Sansara types, crystal radio receiver, and a new, exciting world of experiences. Students will be interested in the secrets that this book has to offer because it's a fun experience with electricity.

DANCING FOR ALL OCCASIONS

You're the life of the party when you know how to dance. Now you have to be a well-dresser, a new and lovely dance instruction book covers the health, most popular dances. Learn the Cha-Cha, Rumba, Fox Trot, Waltz, Charleston, Lindy, Polka, Mambo, Rock n' Roll, Square Dancing, and all their breaks. Be an expert dancer in no time. Have people marvel at you on the dance floor as you perform these dances like a professional. $3.00

MECHANICAL DRAWING

SELF-TAUGHT

Only $1.00

This wonderful new book contains 31 step-by-step illustrated drawings showing you how to make structures, hand, letter, use of the French curve, use other mechanical instruments. Achieve perfection in mechanical drawing this easy way.

DRAWING FOR FUN

You too will be able to enjoy the experience of learning to draw. This amazing new book contains a self-instruction course which will show you how to draw flowers and trees, scenes, cartoons, animals, landscapes, portraits, and especially people. You'll work your way through simple basic steps into more artistic and creative elements. Making drawing easy and fun for you. $1.00

PARTY GAMES

$1.00

A book crammed full of games, riddles, riddles and quizzes for all occasions.

KEY TO HANDWRITING ANALYSIS $1.00

You can learn a person's inner traits of character—talents, personality, emotions, easily, without a test. Just look handwriting with specimens in book.

THE KEY TO ASTRONOMY $1.00

A guide to the wonders of the planets, stars, constellations and the whole universe.

CONVERSATION MADE EASY $1.00

You can acquire the ability to carry on an interesting conversation. Tells what to talk about, talking in small groups, talking to one person or a group.

THE KEY TO SPACE TRAVEL $1.00

Space travel is fast. Spacemen are now trained and are traveling in space. This amazing book explains what we know of outer space, other worlds, and things to come.

PADELL BOOK CO., Dept. KB-131, 817 Broadway, New York, N. Y. I am enclosing $________ for which please send me the books I have checked below:

[Check boxes for books ordered]

- LIGHTNING JU-JITSU
- THE KEY TO JUDO
- THE KEY TO HYPNOTISM
- HOME EXPERIMENTS IN ELECTRICITY
- MECHANICAL DRAWING
- DRAWING FOR FUN
- PARTY GAMES
- KEY TO HANDWRITING ANALYSIS
- THE KEY TO ASTRONOMY
- THE KEY TO SPACE TRAVEL

NAME: __________________________
ADDRESS: ________________________
CITY: ____________________ STATE: ________

[Signature]

PLEASE PRINT
And so...

Sure! We'll nab him as soon as he gets outside!

Good thing the police warned us about that nut!

Quickly! Hand over the money! My patience wears thin!

MMM... A nice tidy sum! I imagine this will do for a start!

He's really not with it! He put away his gun to count the cash!

No chance of anyone getting hurt now! Let's take him before he starts cutting paper dolls!

And now, let us see if you still think me mad... After I have vanished!

Where'd he go?? He disappeared into thin air!

My money! It's gone! Help! Police!

Thus ends your briefing. My X-Men. That is the foe you will next encounter... The Vanisher!

H-how did he do it?? Is he a Mutant... like us, Sir?

That remains to be seen... but, I suspect he is!

Aw, so what?? Mutant or not, we'll handle him! Wait till he gets a TAN! That ice machine gun ice pellets! Zoweee!

Marvel Girl! Quickly! Show me how you would defend yourself against an attack such as Iceman's!

Go to it, gorgeous! Teach that immature idiot a lesson, once and for all!
ENOUGH! GIVE ME YOUR ATTENTION NOW! SUCH BATTERING TACTICS WILL DO YOU NO GOOD AGAINST A FOE LIKE THE VANISHER!

WELL, THEN, WHAT?, ???

I SUSPECT THAT THE VANISHER IS A MUTANT... EVEN AS WE ARE, THAT MEANS HE WAS BORN WITH A SPECIAL POWER!

AND, IN ORDER TO COMBAT HIS UN-CANNY POWER, YOU WILL NEED A SPECIALIZED FORM OF TRAINING. THEREFORE I WANT YOU ALL TO ENTER THE DANGER ROOM!

THE DANGER ROOM! A HUGE UNFURNISHED CHAMBER WHICH HOUSES COUNTLESS HIDDEN PERILS!

ANGEL! YOUR TEST SHALL BE THE FIRST: YOU ARE TO FLY TO THE CENTER OF THE CHAMBER, AND CIRCLE THE ROOM AT TOP SPEED!

PREPARE YOURSELF FOR MISSILES WHICH SHALL HURTEL TOWARDS YOU UNEXPECTEDLY!

ROGER, GIR!

THERE GO THE FIRST FEW MISSILES! SO FAR, THIS TEST IS A SNAP!
AND NOW... NOW THAT YOU ARE RELAXED, AND OFF GUARD...

QUICKLY! PRETEND THIS MISSILE IS THE VANISHER! MATCH ITS SPEED AND CATCH IT BEFORE IT ELudes YOU!

SNIK!

CRAAAK!

GOT TO CATCH IT! GOT TO!

I FAILED! IT... IT WAS TOO FAST FOR ME!

EXHAUSTED! TOO GREAT A STRAIN... CAN'T STAY ALOFT... MUST REST...

RETRIEVE THE ANGEL! BRING HIM TO ME INSTANTLY!

HEART BLOOD PRESSURE... BOTH SATISFACTORY BUT WE MUST BUILD UP YOUR RESISTANCE!

YES SIR!

THE ANGEL HAS HIGH POTENTIAL! WE MUST SEE THAT HE ATTAINS IT!

I'M YOUR BOY FOR HI-POTENTIAL, PROF! SAY, THAT SOUNDS LIKE A BREAKFAST CEREAL!

VERY WELL, BEAST! I SHALL TEST YOU NEXT!

AW, I'M WISE TO THOSE OL' MECHANICAL HANDS! I CAN DOodge THEM EASY!
OF COURSE YOU CAN! YOU GET MORE DIFFICULT TO TRAP EVERY DAY!

THAT'S 'CAUSE I'M SMARTER THAN THE OTHERS, HUH?

NO! MERELY MORE OVER-CONFIDENT!

WHERE'D THIS HOLE IN THE FLOOR COME FROM??

GOT TO FIND A WAY TO SAVE MYSELF!

MY ARMS! IF I REACH OUT... PRESS AGAINST THE SIDES... THEY'LL HOLD ME!

UGH! GOTTA STRAIGHTEN MYSELF OUT! TENSE MY MUSCLES! IT... IT'S AGONY! MY ARMS ARE KILLIN' ME!

I'M IN POSITION NOW! ONE... TWO... THREE... GO!

BEAST! YOU DID IT!

BUT I'VE GOT TO STAY WITH IT! CAN'T FLUNK THIS TEST! CAN'T!
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ANOTHER MARVEL MASTERPIECE

JOURNEY INTO MYSTERY

THOR vs. HUMAN COBRA!

EVEN A THUNDER GOD CANNOT MATCH MY GREAT POWER... AS YOU ARE NOW ABOUT TO LEARN!!

ALSO: "TALES OF ASGARD!" - ODIN BATTLES THE ICE GIANTS!

IN THE FABULOUS MARVEL STYLE

Now on SALE!
WILL YOU WORK SATURDAY MORNINGS for $5.00 to $20.00 EXTRA?

THIS SPARE TIME SHOE BUSINESS CAN MAKE BIG MONEY FOR YOU...

DON'T Invest a Cent! We give you a FREE SELLING OUTFIT!

It's just like having an EXTRA payday every week... just for showing friends, relatives and neighbors how they'll "walk on air" in Mason comfort shoes! Many a man sells 2, 3, 4 or 6 pairs of Mason shoes on Saturday morning alone—and makes himself as much as $5 to $20 or more extra for 2 or 3 hours of his time. You keep all of your profit! We furnish you a FREE selling outfit containing everything you need to start making money right away. We carry the stock for you and ship the shoes for you—your profit is clear! You never invest a cent. And think what you'll save on your own shoes, too!

Here's Why You'll Make Money!
You'll take orders for over 230 different shoe styles for dress, sport or work, for men and women—a far greater selection than any neighborhood store can possibly stock. And you can fit almost anyone! You'll draw from our 300,000 pair stock with sizes ranging from 2 1/2 to 15, widths AAAA to EEEE! You'll feature exclusive Velvet-zee shoes with foamy-soft insole cushion insoles which let you "walk on air." You show many other exclusive features... Ripple Sole Shoes, Oil-Resistant Work Shoes, Magic Shu-Lok Shoes, colorful styles for women—a line that's far beyond the reach of any store. That's why EVERYBODY is your prospect. And because Mason Shoes are never sold through stores, folks must buy from you!

Sales Equipment Absolutely FREE
Fill out and mail coupon below. We'll rush you your FREE selling outfit. Kit features 230 fast-selling shoe styles, plus foolproof measuring equipment—and "How To Make Extra Money" booklet. Send no money now or later. You get everything you need to start. Rush coupon for your FREE selling outfit... have an EXTRA payday next Saturday! Act today!

MASON SHOE MFG. CO.
Dept. 2-3
Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin

RUSH STARTING OUTFIT

MR. VICTOR MASON
Mason Shoe Mfg. Company, Dept. 2-3, Chippewa Falls, Wis.

Dear VIC: Please rush FREE and postpaid my Starting Shoe Business Outfit with EVERYTHING I need to start making extra cash Saturday mornings.

Name: ______________________
Address: ____________________
City: _________________________
State: _______________________

Opportunities for District Managers
If you have ambition, can sell, and can train and supervise others, we may have an opening for you as a District Sales Manager.
If you are qualified for this type of promotion, write us. Give age, education, sales and management experience. Personal interviews arranged with qualified men.

Mrs. H. Riebert, Cash & Mason Shoe Mfg. Company, Chippewa Falls, Wis.
Hey! Now what's goin' on? I'd like to help that big gorilla with a cactus plant!

Meanwhile, a few hundred miles to the south, the Vanisher next appears inside the mighty Pentagon building.

Hold it, mister! Nobody goes past here without a permit!

And, nearby, in a locked, heavily-guarded conference room...

Let's review those Continental defense plans again, Hendershoot!

Well done, Hank McCoy! Your muscular tensile strength is increasing at a most satisfactory rate!

And I thought you were just testing my reflexes! Boy, you're always one step ahead of us, sir!

And it's lucky for us that he is, Beast! Considering that we have all put our destinies in the hands of Professor X.

I'm indeed a true mutant... one of those destined to replace the human race! I am Homo Superior! He-he vanished!

For I am indeed a true mutant... one of those destined to replace the human race! I am Homo Superior!

Chief of staff!

Be sure to take good care of those plans, gentlemen! For they will soon be mine!

It's the Vanisher! How did you get in here!

I intend to steal them within a few days!
HAVEN'T YOU GUESSED YET?? AS A TRUE MUTANT... AS A MEMBER OF HOMO SUPERIOR, I HAVE THE ABILITY TO TELEPORT MYSELF TO ANY PLACE I CAN THINK OF... AT UNIMAGINABLE SPEED!

SO THAT'S HOW YOU VANISH... BY MENTALLY TRAVELING TO ANOTHER PLACE?

PREPOSTEROUS! PURE SCIENCE FICTION BALDERDASH! I DON'T BELIEVE A WORD OF IT!

THEN PERHAPS THIS WILL CHANGE YOUR MIND?

REMEMBER, IN A FEW DAYS THOSE DEFENSE PLANS SHALL BE MINE!

HE'S GONE!

AND HE'S SO SURE OF HIS POWERS THAT HE DIDN'T BOTHER TAKING THE PLANS NOW! HE PREFERS TO LET US WORRY ABOUT HIM FOR A FEW DAYS FIRST!

LATER, AFTER READING OF HIS INCREDIBLE EXPLOITS IN THE NEWSPAPERS, EVERY DENIZEN OF THE UNDERWORLD WHO ISN'T IN PRISON FLOCCS TO THE SIDE OF THE SEEMINGLY INVINCIBLE VANISH!

NAME YOUR TERMS, VANISH!

SURE! WE'RE YOUR BOYS, PAL! YOU'RE THE BOSS!

HOORAY FOR THE VANISH!

BACK, ALL OF YOU!

I HAVE AN ANNOUNCEMENT TO MAKE!

SHUDDUP, YOU GUYS! THE VANISH'S GONNA SAY SOMETHIN'!

IT IS ONLY FITTING THAT HOMO SUPERIOR SHOULD BE SERVED BY THE INFERIOR HOMO SAPIENS. THEREFORE, I SHALL ALLOW YOU TO BECOME MY LACKEYS!

THREE CHEERS FOR THE VANISH!

YEAH! WITH HIM ON OUR SIDE, WE'LL NEVER GO TO JAIL!

I HAVE ALREADY ANNOUNCED TO THE PENTAGON THAT I INTEND TO STEAL THE ARMY'S CONTINENTAL DEFENSE PLANS. I'LL GIVE THEM A WHILE LONGER TO MARVEL AT MY POWER, AND THEN...

BEFORE THEY KNOW IT, THE PLANS SHALL BE MINE... AND THEN I MAKE MY NEXT MOVE... THE MOST DARING MOVE IN THE HISTORY OF CRIME!
MEANTIME, THE TRAINING OF THE X-MEN CONTINUES!

ARE YOU SURE IT'S SAFE TO LET MARVEL GIRL HANDLE SO HEAVY A WEIGHT, SIR?

NOTHING ABOUT OUR LITTLE "BUSINESS" IS SAFE, CYCLOPS!

NOW BE SILENT! I MUST CONCENTRATE!

GROWING TIRED... CAN'T HOLD THE WEIGHT MUCH LONGER... TOO LARGE TO HURL AWAY... IT WILL FALL ON ME! WH... WHAT CAN I DO??

SHE HAS REACHED THE POINT OF NO RETURN! CYCLOPS! TO HER AID!

YES, SIR!

HOLD ON, JEANIE! JUST LET ME LIFT MY POWER VISOR AND THEN...

HURRY! PLEASE HURRY!

THERE, LITTLE LADY! IT'LL BE A LONG TIME BEFORE THAT TESTING DEVICE CAN BOTHER US AGAIN!

OH, CYCLOPS! WHAT WOULD I HAVE DONE WITHOUT YOU?

BOBBY! STOP! WHAT ARE YOU DOING?

"OH, CYCLOPS! WHAT WOULD I HAVE DONE WITHOUT YOU? RATS! ANY ONE OF US COULD HAVE SAVED YOU!"

HERE, CYCLOPS! IF YOU'RE SUCH A CALLANT PRINCE CHARMING, HERE'S A NICE ICY HORSE FOR YOU TO RIDE!
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**HYPNO-COIN**

**NEW - POCKET SIZE INVENTION HELPS HYPNOTIZE IN MINUTES**

IT MUST WORK FOR YOU OR MONEY BACK!

Hold the HYPNO-COIN in front of the person you want to hypnotize. Then, gently vibrate the plastic lens. This sets the hypnotic pattern into a whirling motion. A motion that is so fascinating, it captures and rivets your subject's eyes to the "Hypno-Coin". Now, proceed to give your hypnotic suggestions and commands. Get this amazing hypnotic aid complete with a FREE revealing booklet of secrets and instructions. It tells you what to say and do, how to command and re-hypnotize with the snap of a finger, how to thrill and amaze them with hypnotic stunts, feats of strength and memory, etc. Get the COIN. Booklet and large illustrated catalog for only $1.00 ppd. Sent in a plain wrapper, Money back if not delighted!

Sorry no C.O.D.s Send to:
HYPNOTIC-AIDS, A-97, 1133 Broadway, N.Y. 10, N.Y.

**HYPNOTIC AIDS SUPPLY CO. A-97**
1133 Broadway, New York 10, N.Y.

Enclosed $1.00 Send Hypno-Coin

**New ACCORDIONS—SAVE up to 1/2 off retail prices of comparable accordions—DIRECT IMPORTER-TO-YOU!**

TRADE-INS WELcomed

**Small Down Payment**

**BUY ON E-Z TERMS**

**5-DAY FREE TRIAL**

WORLD'S LARGEST ACCORDION DEALER brings you these sensational values! Prices slashed on all our fine Italian-made accordions! Play the most popular instrument of all. Have fun, be a leader! Choose over 30 newest models that lead the world in superb tone and breath-taking beauty. All latest improvements and features. Buy direct from the importer. You save up to 50% off retail prices of comparable accordions. Small down payment; pay the balance on easiest terms. Big trade-in allowance. Try before you buy on FREE 5-DAY NO RISK PLAN. Complete satisfaction assured!

**LIFETIME GUARANTEE**

Your A.C.A. Accordion is guaranteed against original defects in workmanship and materials for the life of the instrument. Parts and box free. Rush coupon for big new Color Catalogs and low Importer-to-You Prices.

**FREE! GET COLOR CATALOG and Importer-to-You Prices**

**Accordian Corporation of America, Dept. MV-103**
2003 W. Chicago Ave., Chicago 22, Ill.

Send Free Color Catalogs and Importer-to-You Prices.

NAME ____________________________

ADDRESS ____________________________

CITY ____________________________ ZONE ______ STATE ______

**FREE BONUS GIFTS for promptness...**

- Easy-to-play music
- Music Stand
- Name in chrome letters
- Deluxe Case
- Music Portfolio
- Plus Other Valuable Gifts
Minutes later, after Professor X has restored order...

How's this for an emergency grapple?

Fine, Bobby, but keep it quiet. The professor is thinking!

Professor X calling F.B.I. Agent Duncan! Do you read me, Agent Duncan?

It's exactly five minutes past the hour. Fred... the pre-arranged time. Receiving anything?

Yes!!

His thoughts grow clearer each time. The man's mental prowess is almost unbelievable.

Please relate the latest developments concerning the Vanisher. Your psionic headband will magnify your brain impulses enough to be intelligible to me.

The Vanisher has threatened to steal our Continental Defense plans! We are expecting his attack at any moment!

Department of Special Affairs

I shall contact you later! Over and out.

I suspected that might be his likely next move!

Attention, X-Men! We depart for Washington, D.C. within the hour. Remain in uniform and assemble at the garage within five minutes. That is all.

Guess that means we tackle the Vanisher, right, sir?

What chance does he have against all of us?

This is great. I've some new flying maneuvers I'm just itching to try out.

A short time later, a McDonnell XV-1 Convertiplane, which has been put at the disposal of the X-Men by the Department of Special Affairs, takes off for their encounter with the Vanisher!

I feel like a V.I.P. in this special military air taxi! How about you guys?

What do you mean you feel like a V.I.P.? If we aren't important, who is?!

I trust you youngsters will still feel so important after you have fought the Vanisher!
Our scene now shifts to the Pentagon, where four heavily-armed guards maintain a tense vigil, with the Nation's Ultra-Important Continental Defense Plans between them...

You are so right, Homo sapiens! — Thank you for keeping those plans safe for me!

It's him! Grab him, before he gets away!

Rush him, all at once, now!

GOT HIM! Huh...?? Where'd he go??

He vanished! But now... it's not possible! Before our very eyes!

And, in the hallway outside, the Vanisher reappears, continuing to play a cat-and-mouse game with his harassed opponents!

Get him! He got the plans!

That's it! Hold me tight, very good! And now, human... watch!

Wha...what does he expect to do now?

He's unbeatable! It's impossible to hold him!

No wonder he calls us human! He sure ain't!

Continuing his incredible progress, the Vanisher next appears on the building's steps, where he is confronted by...

The X-Men!

At your service, mister! Now drop those plans!

He is a true mutant! I can feel it... I can sense it!
WHEN AN X-MAN TELLS YOU TO DO SOMETHING, BLUSTER...YOU DO IT. UNDERSTAND?!!

BANG! YOUR EMPTY THREATS CANNOT FRIGHTEN THE VANISHER!

OH, NO? SUPPOSE WE JUST TAKE A LITTLE TRIP "UPSTAIRS" AND SEE IF WE CAN CHANGE YOUR TUNE.

FOOL! HEIGHT DOES NOT BOTHER ME!

I CAN VANISH FROM ONE PLACE JUST AS EASILY AS FROM ANOTHER... LIKE THIS!!

WE DID IT!! WE DEFEATED THE VANISHER! AND... IT WAS SO EASY!

LOOKA ME! A REGULAR HERO! I'LL PROBABLY BE INVITED ON THE ED SULLIVAN SHOW!

HE DROPPED THE PLANS! I'VE GOT 'EM!

IF YOU ARE, IT WILL ONLY BE FOR YOUR NOVELTY VALUE... AS A FREAK!

HEY! WHERE'D YOU COME FROM?? WAIT! GIVE ME BACK THAT CASE! I...I...BOY! WHEN I GET MY HANDS ON YOU....

HE'S BACK AGAIN!! HE WAS ONLY TOYING WITH US!
STAY BACK, BEAST! I'LL GET THAT CASE AWAY FROM HIM WITH MY POWER BEAM. THERE... GRAB IT, MARVEL GIRL! YOU KNOW WHAT TO DO!

GOOD SHOT, CYCLOPS!! OKAY, GORGEOUS! USE MANEUVER EIGHTEEN! YOU'VE PRACTICED IT OFTEN ENOUGH!

DON'T WORRY, BOYS! I WON'T LET YOU DOWN!

YOU'RE KEEPING IT FROM ME BY MENTAL POWER! YOU... YOU'RE A MUTANT, TOO!

THAT'S RIGHT, VANISHER! THERE ARE GOOD ONES AS WELL AS BAD!

OUR PRIME MISSION IS TO PROTECT THE HUMAN RACE FROM THE LIKES OF YOU!

THANKS FOR WARNING ME WHAT I'M UP AGAINST. NOW I'LL JUST PUT YOU OUT OF THE WAY FOR THE TIME BEING!

SLEEPING, GAS! X-MEN... HELP!!

HE TRICKED MARVEL GIRL! I'LL GET HIM!

OUR FIRST JOB IS TO GET THOSE PLANS AWAY FROM HIM, ONCE AND FOR ALL! SO, I'LL JUST MAKE THE CASE TOO COLD TO HANDLE...

YOU'RE TOO LATE! THESE CHILDLISH STUNTS WON'T STOP ME!

I'LL MERELY VANISH AGAIN, TO REAPPEAR INSTANTANEOUSLY AT A WARMER SPOT WHICH WILL MELT YOUR ICE... LIKE THIS!!

HECK!! IF HE HAD BEEN A SPLIT-SECOND SLOWER, I COULD NEVER NAILED HIM WITH AN ICY FIST!!

MAYBE THIS'LL TEACH US NOT TO THINK WE'RE SO UNBEATABLE!

PROFESSOR X WAS RIGHT... WE STILL NEED MORE TRAINING!

CHEER UP, GROUP! IT'S NOT THE END OF THE WORLD... NOBODY EATS A THOUSAND!

I NEVER EVEN Laid A HAND ON HIM... NOT EVEN ONCE!

NEXT DAY, THE NEWS OF THE X-MEN'S DEFEAT SPREADS LIKE WILDFIRE.

EXTRA! EXTRA!! VANISHER MAKES MONKEY'S OUT OF X-MEN! EXTRA!!

I KNEW IT! THE X-MEN ARE NOTHING BUT OVER-RATED PHONIES! IF THEY WERE REALLY SO GREAT, THEY WOULDN'T KEEP THEIR_IDENTITIES A SECRET.

STAR-BUSTED VANISHER STEALS DEFENSE PLANS!

X-MEN FAIL IN ATTEMPT TO HALT THEFT!

AND, AS THE HOURS SPEED BY, TEMPER GETS FRAYED... NERVES GET RAW... AS PANIC SEEMS TO MOUNT AMONG THE POPULATION...

IF THERE'S NO WAY TO STOP THAT VANISHER, I'M ALL FOR SKIPPIN' TOWN! NO TELLIN' WHAT HE'LL DO NEXT!

WHAT GOOD WILL RUNNING DO? HE CAN BE ANYWHERE! THERE'S NO PLACE THAT'S SAFE!

THEY SAY HE BEAT THE X-MEN WITHOUT EVEN HALF-TRYING... CAN YOU IMAGINE HOW POWERFUL HE MUST BE?!

While, at Professor Xavier's School...

FLASH! THE VANISHER HAS JUST DEMANDED TEN MILLION DOLLARS, TAX-FREE, FROM THE GOVERNMENT, AS HIS PRICE FOR NOT TURNING OVER OUR CONTINENTAL DEFENSE PLANS OVER TO THE COMMUNISTS!

IT'S PURE BLACKMAIL! ON THE LARGEST SCALE EVER ATTEMPTED!

I WAS RIGHT NEXT TO HIM... AND I COULDN'T LAY A HAND ON HIM!

YOU AND THOSE FLAPPIERS WINGLING YOURS WERE N'T ANY HELP!

THEY DID AS MUCH GOOD AS THAT CORNY SNOWBALL FIST OF YOURS!

CONTINUED AFTER NEXT PAGE
LIVE SEA HORSES
Includes Free Trapeze and Hatching Shrimp Circus
Order one mated pair of Live Sea Horses for $3.50 postpaid—and receive FREE Underwater Trapeze and Live Hatching Shrimp Circus Kit. These tiny brine shrimp eggs are guaranteed to hatch into a troop of playful, miniature shrimp—they swim around in your goldfish bowl with the Sea Horses. Fascinating hobby, endless hours of fun watching these sea creatures. See the tiny shrimp FOLLOW a beam of light in the goldfish bowl! See Mr. and Mrs. Sea Horse hang from trapeze with their monkey-like tails. You receive mated pair of Dwarf Sea Horses shipped from Florida, plus FREE Hatching shrimp egg kit, trapeze, food, and instructions—all for $3.50. SPECIAL: Order two mated Pair of Sea Horses for $6.98, and get one pair of Sea Horses FREE (includes extra shrimp kits and trapeze). Live delivery guaranteed.

FLORIDA SEA HORSE CO., Dept.558, Box 1042, Miami Beach 38, Florida

ADORABLE PET HAMSTERS
MINIATURE CIRCUS!
Now you can enjoy a real Hamster Circus in your own living room with every pair of hamsters ordered. Includes a handsome cage, 2 Hamster Trapezes, and a Hamster Ferris Wheel. Hamsters are famous for the acrobatic tricks they perform on their little Circus Ferris Wheels. Your friends and family will receive hours of fun and laughter as you watch the "Circus Hamsters" go through their paces! These adorable little animals are very cute, the ideal pet for young and old. Children and adults love them. Inexpensive to feed—only a few pennies a day. Easy to care for and train. Hardy, these baby Hamsters make wonderful pets and companions. Order today; live delivery is guaranteed. Only $3.98 and receive a mated pair of "Circus Hamsters", handsome cage, 2 Hamster Trapezes, Hamster Ferris Wheel, food, and instructions. Don't delay. Send in your order today! We also include instructions on how to raise Hamsters for big spare time profits.

ANIMAL FARM, Dept. 10, Box 1042, Miami Beach, 39, Fla.

LOOK!
Boys Wanted To Sell GRIT
Spending Money! Prizes!

You Can Make $1 to $5 Every Week in a Few Hours

Fellows!

Earn all the spending money you want. GRIT is popular in 900,000 homes. It is easy to sell. You get FREE PRIZES in addition to the money you make. You also gain valuable business experience to help you become a successful man. I'll be glad to help you get started in this business of your own.

Pay only for copies sold until you know how many to order. Papers will be sent immediately.

5 CENTS PROFIT YOURS ON EVERY COPY SOLD.
30,000 Boys Selling Each Week Know
It's Fun
It's Easy

START NOW EARNING BIG CASH PROFITS AND FREE PRIZES

GRIT PUBLISHING CO., Williamsport, Pa.

If You Are a Boy 12 Years Old or Older

Name
Are You a Boy? Age Date Born Year
In Care of
Street and No. R. F. D.

Mail This Today
In an Envelope or Post on a Post Card

Print Name and Address Below

Print Your Last Name Plainly Here
ANOTHER MARVEL MASTERPIECE

Now on SALE!

IN THE FABULOUS MARVEL STYLE

The AVENGERS

See the new GIANT-MAN!

Marvel Comics Group $1.20

Giant-Man! Thor! Look out! It isn't The Hulk! It's the Space Phantom! He's about to attack Iron-Man!

Giant-Man! The space phantom! Marvel Comics Group $1.20

One of the Avengers

Giant-Man! Thor! Look out! It isn't The Hulk! It's the Space Phantom! He's about to attack Iron-Man!

IN THE FABULOUS MARVEL STYLE
STAMP COLLECTING OUTFIT
A package of stamps from all parts of the world. A complete set of "Stars" and "Stripes" philatelic stamp pack. Includes 100 stamps, 100 different. $1.00. Complete. LORRAINE W. BROWN, Dept. 10, Marlan, Mich.

THOUSANDS of beautiful stamps at only 1 cent each—why pay more when you can get the best for less. Write today for FREE BARGAIN Special. PENNY STAMP SERVICE. Orange, California.

BETTER U.S. APPROVALS
To receive our BETTER U.S. APPROVALS we offer 15 of the most wanted U.S. stamps, including a Columbus, Cents, Army, Navy, Far East, American, and others, for only 15¢. By OCEAN STAMPS. BOX 64-B, BROOKLYN 25, N.Y.

111 DIFF. BONANZA 10¢
Includes Complete Red Cross Set, Triangles, Scout, Fr. So. Antarctics, Singapore, Hungary, Street Scenes, etc. Only 10¢ with Approvals.

25 DIFF. CHINA 10¢
Big Value Only 10¢ to Approval Buyers. EXTRAS! We give our regular customers a $6,000 Space Album after certain purchases.

20 TRIANGLES 25¢

307 WORLD ALL DIFFERENT 25¢
Xtra Special Introductory offer. Actual Scott value over $6.00. Approvals. Satisfaction guaranteed.

50 YEARS OLD
15 different U.S. stamps at least 50 years old—10¢ with low priced U.S. Approvals. JAXON STAMP COMPANY. 310 Avenue L—Brooklyn 30, N.Y.

103 DIFF. BRITISH EMPIRE 10¢
From Britain's far Flung Colonies. Genuine Catalog value over $2.00. Fully guaranteed—approved.

CROWN STAMP CO., VIRGIN BIL., OHIO.

"OLD GLORY" IN FLAMING COLORS!!! USA Flag giant beauty from Honduras! Enormous NATIONS Mexican Stamp! Plus Strange Gorilla Issue, Dions from Wire-wrapped copper, 10¢ Pansy Flowers. Wild Buffalo stamp & others. 10¢ with approvals. Sunny Stamps Service, Apoka 15, Fla.


Terrific STAMP BARGAIN!

U.S. CLASSICS—50 YR. OLD COLLECTION
50 selected old-timers, each 50 or more years old. Most of them missing in even the largest collections. Typical classical for less than 1¢ each. All just 10¢ with your request for approvals.

JARO STAMP CO., Dept. B-7, BOX 245, N. Y. C. O.

SPECTACULAR! OLD U.S.!
Fam. Americans, Flags, Presidents, Airmails, Commemoratives with approvals, plus surprise Packet for 10¢ handling.

METROPOLITAN STAMPS
Box 312H, Jackson Heights, N. Y.

LIVE MONKEYS
Darling Pets
Fun for everybody with these darling human-like pets. They are trained to do tricks, which they can be taught. Easy to train, they are affectionate and lovable. Eat what you eat. Be the first of your friends to own one or give them as gifts. TERRIBLE MONKEYS grow about 12 inches tall. Cage and instructions included.

365 "FOG" & PIPE TRIANGLES

25 LARGE U.S. COMMEMS
Only 10¢ with approval bargains. Perforation gauge sent FREE.

LINCOLN STAMP CO., St. Catharines, Ont.

AMAZING OFFER
Introductory: 30 Army, Navy, Marine emblems; 150 assorted Service Stripes ($3.00 value) only 50¢, catalog included. Sample foreign medal, 50¢. Insignia, Box 71-W, Rockaway 84, N. J.

25 LARGE U.S. COMMEMS
Only 10¢ with approval bargains. Perforation gauge sent FREE.

LINCOLN STAMP CO., St. Catharines, Ont.

WANTED
For musical setting and recording. Send poems.

FIVE STAR MUSIC MASTERS, 52 BEACON BLDG., BOSTON, MASS.

PHOTO CO. NUMERO
1000 MAGIC TRICKS
$19.85 each & both for $39.50

BOYDEN BROS., 779 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY.

PHOTO CO. NUMERO
1000 MAGIC TRICKS
$19.85 each & both for $39.50

BOYDEN BROS., 779 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY.

HIGH SCHOOL AT HOME
No classes...interesting spare-time home study; standard tests; credit for previous schooling; diploma awarded. Equivalent to accredited high school completed with grade and are over 17, write for free catalog.

WAYNE SCHOOL
417 S. DuBois St., Dept. 20-510 Chicago 5, Illinois.
AND I'VE WARNED YOU ABOUT STANDING TOO CLOSE TO ME! I HATE CHILLS! HERE... THIS'LL THAN YOU OUT A LITTLE!

HEH! KNOCK IT OFF! WHAT'RE YOU TRYING TO DO, YOU OVER-GROWN PARAKEET?!!

HERE! THIS QUICK-DRYIN LIQUID ICE WILL SLOW YOU DOWN! DE-PROST THAT IF YOU CAN!

CALL ME A PARAKEET, WILL YOU? JUST WAIT TILL I GET YOU ALONE, YOU TALKING ESKIMO PIE!

HOLD STILL, ANGEL! I'LL HAVE THAT MELTED IN NO TIME!

EASY, CYCLOPS! JUST MELT THE ICE! LEAVE THE WING, HUH?

TOO BAD YOU WEREN'T AS GOOD WITH THAT BLAMED ICE OF YOURS AGAINST THE VANISHER AS YOU ARE AGAINST US!

COME TO ATTENTION IMMEDIATELY, STUDENTS! I'VE HAD ENOUGH OF YOUR CHILDISH ANTICS! TURN AND FACE ME... ALL OF YOU!

I HAVE LEFT YOU TO YOUR OWN DEVICES UNTIL NOW! ACTUALLY, YOU HAVE NOT DONE BADLY CONSIDERING YOUR YOUTH, AND YOUR LACK OF EXPERIENCE FOR YOU WERE UP AGAINST A MOST POWERFUL FOE!

BUT THE TIME HAS COME FOR ME TO ENTER THE PICTURE... TO SHOW YOU THAT SOMETIMES BRUTE STRENGTH IS NOT ENOUGH!

CYCLOPS, WHAT DO YOU FIGURE HE MEANS BY THAT?

QUIET, BEAST! WE'LL FIND OUT SOON ENOUGH!

WHEN YOU NEXT GO TO WASHINGTON, I SHALL ACCOMPANY YOU MYSELF. BUT FIRST, I HAVE SOMETHING TO SHOW YOU! OBSERVE THIS!
“This is a strobe projection showing the Vanisher disappearing! His disappearance was photographed at a speed of 20,000 frames a second.”

“Notice that even with this super-high-speed camera, it is almost impossible to analyze the Vanisher’s ability to instantly transport himself.”

“He’s speed is so unbelievable fast that it defies description! Therefore, I have concluded that there is only one way to beat him! And this is my plan...”

The next day, in Washington, where similar strobe photos are being intently studied, Professor X makes a high priority call to the White House, giving the details of his proposed plan of action against the Vanisher... Very well, sir. I shall inform the chief executive of your call immediately! Thank you!

And finally, the moment of decision arrives! In the very center of the nation’s Capitol, the X-Men find what they have been nervously waiting for...

Look! He’s coming now! It’s the Vanisher! He’s got a small army of hoods with him! You wouldn’t think he’d dare?

They’ll be no problem for us to handle! It’s the Vanisher himself we must be wary of!

Stand fast, X-Men! Remember our orders!

I’ll give you costumed juveniles exactly ten seconds to clear out of here, or suffer the consequences! My business does not concern you!

I have come for my ten million dollars! They will not dare to refuse me!

I don’t like it! How come there ain’t any troops or guards around?”
AND THEN, SUDDENLY, SURPRISINGLY, UNEXPECTEDLY, THE X-MEN STAND ASIDE, REVEALING ANOTHER FIGURE...ONE WHICH IS COMPLETELY UNKNOWN TO THE PUBLIC AT LARGE....

WHAT??!! A HELPLESS HUMAN...ALONE AND DEFENSELESS, DARE TO THREATEN ONE WHO HAS DEFEATED THE X-MEN?? LET ME LAUGH AT YOU...BEFORE YOU PAY FOR YOUR INSOLENCE!

LAUGH WHILE YOU CAN, EVIL ONE! FOR I AM NOT A HELPLESS HUMAN...BUT A MUTANT, EVEN AS YOU! AND YOU CANNOT EVEN GUESS THE EXTENT OF MY POWER...POWER WHICH IS EVEN NOW BEING DIRECTED AGAINST YOU!!

THE TIME IS NOW, ONE CHANCE TO SURRENDER TO ME! OTHERWISE I SHALL HAVE TO COUNTER YOUR POWER WITH A FORCE WHICH IS FAR GREATER...FAIR MORE TERRIBLE!

WAIT!! WHAT HAS HAPPENED TO ME? I CANNOT CONTROL MY POWER!! I CANNOT VANISH!!

WHA...WHAT HAS HAPPENED TO ME? I CANNOT CONTROL MY POWER!!

PLEASE...DO NOT HARM ME! I AM WEARY...SO WEARY! I MUST REST! I MUST THINK...I HAVE TO LEARN THIS...WHAT AM I??

I DON'T GET IT! ONE MINUTE HE WAS THREATENING US ALL...AND NOW HE'S LIKE A HELPLESS CHILD!

HE WILL TROUBLE US NO MORE!

BUT THEN, SENSING THAT SOME TERRIBLE MISFORTUNE HAS BEFALLEN THEIR LEADER, HIS ARMED BAND OF CRIMINALS COME TOWARD THE X-MEN, THIRSTING FOR REVENGE!

IF THEY HARMED THE VANISHER, THEN WE LOST OUR MEAL TICKET!

GET 'EM!!
AND NOW, MY X-MEN, IT'S TIME FOR YOU TO TAKE OVER!

THOSE BULLETS WON'T BE ABLE TO PENETRATE THIS ICE-SHIELD, PROFESSOR!

JUST STAY WHERE YOU ARE, MEN! I WANT TO REMEMBER YOU AS YOU LOOK RIGHT NOW!

WH...WHOEVER THAT IS...STOP HIM!!

STOP HIM??!
I JUST WANNA GET AWAY FROM HIM!

IT AIN'T POSSIBLE!
Nobody can move like that!!

THE BEAST CAN, THANKS FOR THE POP-GUNS, KIDDIES!

AND NOW, I KNOW YOU MUST BE TIRED STANDING AROUND LIKE THAT...

...SO I'LL SEE IF I CAN FIND YOU A PLACE TO RELAX AND COOL OFF!

YEOW!! LOOK OUT!

ALLOW ME, MY BESTIAL BUDDY!

THANKS, CYCLOPS!
That's mighty neighborly of you!

STEP ASIDE, BOYS, AND LET A COOLER HEAD PREVAIL!

THERE! THAT'LL KEEP EM' ON ICE TILL THE POLICE ARRIVE!

AND IT WON'T COST THEM A CENT, BECAUSE THE RENT IS "FROZEN"!

CALL THE COPS! EVEN JAIL WOULD BE BETTER THAN THOSE CORNY PUNS OF YOURS!
IT'S UNCANNY!
THE PROFESSOR
DEFEATED THE
VANISHER BY
MENTAL POWER
ALONE! HE MADE
THE VANISHER
FORGET WHO
HE IS... FORGET
THE POWER HE
HAS!

WELL, WELL! I SEE SOME OF
THE VANISHER'S PLAYMATES
HAVEN'T BEEN SPANKED AND
PUT TO BED YET!

GET THE GIRL!
WEASEL! SHE LOOKS
HARMLESS! SHE'LL
BE OUR TICKET OUT
OF HERE!

HARMLESS?
AND IT HOW
DOES IT FEEL
TO BE
THREATENED
BY YOUR OWN
GUNS?!

SHE'S A
MAGICIAN!

EVEN WORSE!
SHE'S MORE
DANGEROUS
THAN THE OTHERS!
DON'T SHOOT!
WE GIVE UP!

PLEASE... DO SOMETHING! I FEEL LIKE A NUT
PLEADING WITH A FLOATING
GUN!

COME ON, YOU THREE! DON'T BE
PARTY POOPS! THE FUN'S NOT
OVER YET!

I'LL
STOP THAT
HIGH-FLYING
CLOWN!

DON'T SHOOT
AT HIM, YOU
DUMMY! YOU'LL
MAKE HIM
MADDER!

HERE'S A LITTLE PHRASE
I IMAGINE YOU DON'T HEAR
TOO OFTEN... "PARDON MY
WINGS, FELLA'S!"

WHUMP!

MINTES LATER, AFTER THE SMOKE HAS CLEARED...
YOU SHOULDN'T BE THIS CLOSE
TO ALL THAT ACTION, MISTER!
YOU'RE LUCKY YOU WEREN'T
HURT!

SOMEBODY GET THIS
MAN OUT OF HERE!

IMAGINE... IF THEY
KNOW YOU
WERE THE
LEADER
OF THE
X-MEN,
SIR?!

AND IT WAS YOU
WHOM DEFEATED
THE VANISHER
THE ONLY WAY
POSSIBLE...
MENTALLY!

ALWAYS REMEMBER,
MY X-MEN... THE
GREATEST POWER
ON EARTH IS THE
MAGNIFICENT
POWER WE ALL OF US
POSSESS... THE POWER
OF THE HUMAN BRAIN!

HANDS OFF THAT
WHEELCHAIR!
WE'LL DO IT!

NEXT ISSUE: THE X-MEN FACE THE GREATEST
DANGER OF ALL, WHEN... BUT SEE FOR YOURSELF IN
X-MEN #3... YOU'LL BE GLAD YOU DID!
GIVE ME JUST ONE EVENING and I'LL TEACH YOU TO HYPNOTIZE EASILY!

Hypnotize others quickly, safely—perform any known HYPNOTIC FEAT with EASE! Amaze friends—Exert your Hypnotic Power over others—Be POPULAR and WANTED!

YES, it's true! You can hypnotize anyone so EASILY and quickly you'll be amazed! And it doesn't take special talents or long months of study. The very first day of your course you'll receive the Miracle Manual Guide to HYPNOTISM which enables you to perform wonder...that will astonish everyone. It's that SIMPLE...WHO KNEW HOW.

Imagine the thrill of being able to EXERT YOUR POWER OVER OTHERS. You'll be the center of attraction at parties or work. You'll be able to make others do your bidding, perform and entertain with feats that have baffled millions for years. And you'll do these wonders with EASE. For Hypnotism is no longer a secret miracle of science but a POWER anyone can exert over others—when you know how!

SIMPLE SECRETS REVEALED AT LAST

For years the knowledge of how to produce hypnotic sleep has been secret among the initiates of this art. But now the world has been awakened to the power of HYPNOTISM.

HOW TO GAIN MIRACLE PERSONALITY

MESMERISM

Quick technique for hypnotizing.

MAGNETIC HEALING

How to stop pain. Much surgery is performed by Hypnotism.

HYPNOTIZE FOR MONEY

CURING BAD HABITS

Bad sleeplessness, stop smoking, lose weight, etc.

POWER OF SUGGESTION

HYPNOTIZE YOURSELF

MAGNETIC INFLUENCE

Control others.

HYPNOTIZING CROWDS

How to entertain.

MIND READING

HYPNOTISM IN BUSINESS

and much, much more is covered!

MAIL NO-RISK FREE TRIAL COUPON!

PALMER-JONES PUBLISHERS, Dept. 1519
235 Market St., Newark, N. J.

YES. Send me my 90-day HOME TRIAL, the complete 25-LESSON GUIDE TO HYPNOTISM.

MAIL TO: Palmer-Jones Publishers, 235 Market St., Newark, N. J.

I enclose $1.00, payment in full—which will be refunded if I return the guide within 90 days. (Please provide complete name and address on coupon.)

Name ____________________________________________

Address __________________________________________

City ____________________________________________ State __________

I agree that I will not use this power for other than proper use.

29 Fact-Packed LESSONS TELL ALL!

Never before has such a complete and authentic course on Hypnotism been available at such a low price. Doctors and students have PAID hundreds of DOLLARS for personal instruction in Hypnotism, with elimination of correspondence costs, the complete 25-Lesson Guide To HYPNOTISM is yours for only $1.15. Yes, only $1.15 for the COMPLETE COURSE! Tell a friend. Get a second subscription, investment for self-help!
BOYS, GIRLS, MEN, WOMEN

IF YOU KNOW JUST 20 PEOPLE...

YOU CAN MAKE AT LEAST $50.00-MORE LIKELY $100.00 to $200.00 IN YOUR SPARE TIME!

Everyone You Know Needs Christmas Cards
and Everyone Loves Wallace Brown Cards

Do you know 20 people? Of course you do! Add up a half-dozen relatives, perhaps 5 neighbors, the butcher, the baker, the milkman, the grocer, your dentist, several friends and other tradespeople—and you've probably got a lot more than 20. So what are you waiting for? These folks alone can bring you in at least $50.00, probably $100.00 to $200.00 extra money in just a few hours spare time. And this is just a start! Almost everyone you know needs Christmas Cards, and when you show them the spectacular nationally famous 1963 Wallace Brown Line of Cards and Gift Items—it's love at first sight. They'll snap up 2, 3, 6 or more Christmas Card Boxes right on the spot. Keep up to 50¢ of every dollar you take in! This is the fun way to making money because it's so easy. We send you samples that do the selling for you. And, besides making money you'll save money on your own personal Christmas Cards, Gifts, Wrappings, etc. See for yourself without risking a penny. Mail coupon, you'll be glad you did!

GET FREE CATALOG, TOO!
-Send Coupon Below

Be first in your neighborhood to cash in on this easy way to extra money with the 1963 Wallace Brown Line of Christmas Cards and Gift Items. Mail coupon this minute! You'll get 2 Christmas Card Assortments on approval. And FREE Samples of Name-Imprinted Personal Christmas Cards. Plus FREE full-color catalog showing lots more money-makers, including many Christmas Assortments, Everyday Greeting Card Assortments, Decorated Stationery, Gift Wrappings, Household Items, etc. Everything you need to start making money at once—and we show you how.

FREE Samples of Popular-Priced;
Name-Imprinted PERSONAL CHRISTMAS CARDS

Thrill your friends and neighbors and make even MORE MONEY for yourself with exquisite, custom-designed NAME-IMPRINTED Christmas Cards at amazingly low prices. A large variety of exclusive, original designs for folks who want the finest quality in Personalized Christmas Cards at prices everybody can afford. They sell just by being shown. It's easy, too, because... we ship direct to your customers and we pay the postage. You have no bother, no trouble and no wasted time making deliveries. Send the coupon right away for your FREE Samples of the 4 Great New Lines of these fast-selling Personalized Christmas Cards!

Wallace Brown, Inc.

ORGANIZATIONS:
Churches, clubs, veterans' auxiliaries, etc. can now add hundreds of dollars to their treasury with these fast sellers. Give organization name on coupon for Fund-Raising Plan. Mail coupon NOW!

WALLACE BROWN, INC., 11 East 26th St.
Dept. R-134 New York 10, N.Y.

Send 2 Christmas Card Assortments on approval, plus FREE Samples of Name-Imprinted Personal Christmas Cards, FREE full-color Catalog, and details of simple money-making plan.

Name

Address

City & Zone State

If writing for an organization, give its name.
Make $3 to $5 an Hour Starting Soon

Learn Radio-TV, Electronics-Automation by Practicing at Home in Your Spare Time

Be Your Own Boss
If your problem is, "How can I get my hands on more money fast?" a proven solution is: start NOW to be a Radio-Television Service Technician. Just as thousands of other men who trained with NRI have done, you can be picking up $3, $4, $5 an hour in spare time starting soon after you enroll. Many NRI-trained men move ahead to full time businesses of their own. Others find good paying jobs with Radio-TV service shops, distributors and dealers. Still others step up to career positions in industrial and military Electronics and in the growing field of Automation where trained technicians are in demand.

NRI Equipment Speeds Up Learning
There is nearly half a century of experience behind the NRI course you take. Nearly fifty years of simplifying and perfecting home-study techniques to make learning faster and easier for men like you. Nearly fifty years of careful development of special training equipment NRI furnishes at no extra cost to build in your own home, work experiments and "learn by doing." NRI equipment is designed to make clear the things you read about in illustrated, easy-to-read lesson texts. Thanks to NRI's pioneering home-study techniques, even men who didn't complete high school can successfully launch new careers as Service Technicians. Find out now about NRI training, opportunities in Electronics, payment plans. Mail the coupon. NRI TRAINING, Washington 16, D.C.

NRI Has Trained Thousands
EARL GROSS, Hanover, Ont., has spare-time Radio-TV service shop. Does work for four dealers. W. F. KLINE, Cincinnati, Ohio, went from factory laborer to his own business with sales of $158,000 in one year.
F. W. COX, Hollywood, Calif., averaged $150 a month spare time while training, now has his own full time business.
E. DUANE BITNER, Northfield, N.J., works on missiles. He says, "NRI training gave me the biggest boost in my life."

Mail Now For Free Catalog
He's Looking for People Who Like to Draw

TODAY hundreds of men and women who never thought they could be artists are working happily at easels and drawing boards, making pictures, and getting well paid for it. They all can thank Albert Dorne, a famous artist who devotes almost his full time to helping other people become artists.

Some of the people Dorne has helped

Herb Smith was a payroll clerk. Soon after he started studying with us, he landed an art job with a large printing firm. This was four years ago; today he's head artist for the same firm.

John Busketta is another. He was a pipefitter's helper in a big gas company. Today he still works for the same company, but as an artist in the advertising department, with a big increase in pay.

Harriet Kuzniakowski was bored with an "ordinary" job before she heard of Albert Dorne. Today she does high-style fashion illustration in New York.

With the right training, Wanda Pickulski gave up her typing job to become fashion artist for a local department store.

John Whitaker of Memphis was an airline clerk two years ago. Recently he won a national cartooning contest and was signed to do a newspaper comic strip.

Long before Albert Dorne started looking for people who like to draw, they came to him for advice and help. Since he alone could only help a few of these people he called together America's most successful artists—men like Norman Rockwell, Jon Whitcomb, Stevan Dohanos and Al Parker.

A Plan to Help Others

He said: "All over America, there are people who like to draw, who could be turned into good artists. Why can't we give these people the training they need—including all the trade secrets and know-how we've learned over the years? I'm suggesting a new kind of school—a home-study art school that would give talented people the best professional art training, no matter where they live."

The famous artists agreed. Taking time from their busy careers, they spent several years creating a remarkable series of art lessons covering every aspect of drawing and painting. They illustrated their lessons with over 5,000 "here's-how" illustrations. The lessons start from scratch and cover every skill a top artist needs. Finally, the famous artists developed a wonderful way to give each student personal correction and advice all through his training.

Albert Dorne is not surprised by the success of his students. "The art field is growing. We keep getting calls from all over the country, asking us for practical, well-trained students who can step into full-time or part-time art jobs."

Famous Artists Talent Test

To find others with art talent worth developing, the famous artists created a 12-page talent test. Thousands paid $1 for this test, but now the School offers it free and will grade it free. If you show talent on the test, you will be eligible for training by the School. No obligation. Simply mail coupon. It might be your first step to an exciting, well-paid career in art.

America's 12 Most Famous Artists

Norman Rockwell
Jon Whitcomb
Al Parker
Stevan Dohanos
George Glusti
Peter Heick
Albert Dorne

Fred Ludekens
Ben Stahl
Robert Fawcett
Austin Briggs
Harold Von Schmidt
Albert Dorne

Famous Artists Schools
Studio 7666, Westport, Conn.

I would like to find out whether I have art talent worth developing. Please send me, without obligation, your Famous Artists Talent Test.

Mr. 
Mrs. 
Miss (please print) 

Age

Address

City

State

County

Accredited by the Accrediting Commission of the National Home Study Council, Washington, D.C.